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As a crucial part of world auto industry, the development of China auto industry 
has already overtaken Germany as the second largest new car economy, which is next 
to America. Tianjin FAW Xiali Automobile CO.,LTD, the initial pioneer of China 
economic passenger car manufacture, once played a very important role on the 
process of development in China auto industry, had a great glorious history in China 
auto industry, and used to be most famous for the XIALI brand. However the auto 
industry has changed, the competition in auto industry is like the race with thousands 
of competitors, no speed limit and no clear directions. So in today’s fast-paced market 
competition, how to maintain its original status in the fiercely competition is the main 
problem which the Tianjin FAW Xiali Automobile CO.,LTD must confront with. And this 
is the crucial element Tianjin FAW Xiali Automobile CO.,LTD must take into account. 
The above-mentioned is the key element which is presented in the paper. The 
Tianjin FAW Xiali Automobile CO.,LTD, marketing strategy problems are discussed by the 
process which is the theory of market situation connecting with the present situation 
of manufacture. Firstly, the main elements which affected the management are 
identified from two aspects, which are the microscopically and microcosmic, 
according with the characteristics for development of China auto industry connecting 
with the domestic situation of Tianjin FAW Xiali Automobile CO.,LTD.  The present sales 
model and strategic combination of market are analyzed from the strategic view of 
enterprise. The existing problems and its causes are also analyzed and discussed. The 
advices about market strategy of Tianjin FAW Xiali Automobile CO.,LTD, connecting with 
present situation for domestic auto industry are presented, which based on the analysis 
of management situation and present marketing strategies. 
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日产几乎后来居上；中国的汽车工业创立于 20 世纪 50 年代，但真正的发展始
于改革开放，尤其进入 21 世纪以后，中国的汽车产业以几何速度突飞猛进。据
中国汽车工业协会的统计，2007 年中国汽车市场呈现较快增势，产销双双突破
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表 1.1：2006-2007 年一汽夏利销量及其占有率 
2007 年 1～11 月 
企业名称 
排      量 车      型 
销    
量 
占 全 国 乘
用车销量%
2006 年
全    年
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